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Abstrakt	  
 
Den digitala teknikens utveckling inom Tv-branschen har lett till förbättrad och mer 
avancerade utrustning, både för privat och professionellt bruk. Ett område där detta 
uppmärksammats är i kontrollrummen som används för att genomföra 
direktsändningar eller bandade sändningar. För att skapa direktsända program på ett 
”traditionellt” sätt sitter en mängd operatörer i kontrollrummet och ansvarar för varsin 
utrustning. Dessa är till exempel ljudtekniker och bildmixer-operatör.  
Digitaliseringen utav den tekniska utrustningen har också möjliggjort att all den 
utrustning som använts under en nyhetssändning kan styras/kontrolleras från andra 
enheter, till exempel en extern dator. Detta faktum kallas för centralisering. 
Centraliseringen har också möjliggjort att endast en eller två operatörer kan ansvara 
för en hel nyhetssändning. Undersökningens mål har varit att undersöka hur 
produktionen påverkats av centraliseringen, inte bara från det tekniska avseendet utan 
all personal som är involverade i att skapa en nyhetssändning.  
Det synbarliga resultatet har varit att mängden personal i kontrollrummet har minskat 
och detta har lett till ytterligare konsekvenser för resterande personal i produktionen, 
främst genom att alla involverade har fått utökande arbetsuppgifter. Centraliseringen 
har även resulterat i en mindre kostsam produktion för produktionsbolaget i längden, 
på grund av den minskande personalen som då behövs.  
De utökande tekniska arbetsuppgifterna för operatörerna i ett centraliserat 
kontrollrummet har medfört att prioriteten att fokusera på den visuella delen av 
sändningen minskat och därför blivit lidande. Detta är en faktor som 
uppmärksammats av både Tv-tittare och redaktörspersonal i fokusgrupper. Större, 
bredare teknisk kunskap samt större dedikering gentemot det övergripande ansvaret 
att genomföra en sändning krävs utav operatörer i centraliserade kontrollrum. 
Redaktionspersonalens utökande arbetsuppgifter i from av tidsansvarighet samt 
rubrikskrivning har inte direkt påverkat arbetssättet i form av nyhetsökning och 
filtrering, utan endast att extra ansvar som erhållits.   
Det sammanhängande misstag som sker när sändningar sker i centraliserade 
kontrollrum för alla involverande är förberedelsemisstag, det kan exempelvis vara 
felprogrammering av operatörer eller felstavningar av redaktionspersonal, vilket 
gentemot traditionella kontrollrum inte sker i samma grad. Däremot minskar 
misstagen under en faktisk sändning i centraliserade kontrollrum, tvärtemot 
traditionella kontrollrum. Detta eftersom centraliseringen eller datoriseringen 
generellt tagit bort stor del utav misstagen som orsakats utav den mänskliga faktorn.  
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Abstract	  
 
The progress of digital technologies within the television industry has led to more 
advanced equipment, both for private and professional use. One specific area where 
this development has been noticed is in control rooms used to conduct live or taped 
television broadcasts. To conduct "traditional" live broadcasted programs, a variety of 
operators in the control room works and each operator is responsible for one specific 
equipment, such as a sound engineers and vision engineer. 
The digitization of technical equipment has also meant that all equipment used during 
a newscast can be controlled from other devices, for example an external computer. 
This concept is known as centralization. The centralization has made possible that 
only one or two operators can be in charge of conducting an entire broadcast. The aim 
of this investigation has been to investigate how the production has been affected by 
centralization, not only from a technical point of view but also how all those involved 
to create a newscast has been affected. 
The apparent result has been that the amount of staff in the control room has been 
reduced and this has led to further consequences for the remaining staff in production. 
The centralization has resulted in a less costly production for the production company 
in the long run, because of the decreasing in staff. It has also resulted in additional 
work task for all staff involved in creating and broadcasting the news. 
The extended technical task for the operators in a centralized control room has meant 
that the priority of focusing on the visual parts of the broadcast have decreased and 
therefore, the visual aspects have been neglected. This factor was confirmed both by 
the television viewers and editorial staff during different focus groups.  
Wider technical knowledge as well as greater dedication towards the overall 
responsibility to carry out a broadcast is required from the operators operating in a 
centralized control room. The editorial staffs extending tasks in the form of keeping 
track of time and writing different headlines hasn’t directly affected the work tasks in 
the sense of news gathering and filtering, only that additional responsibility has been 
added to them. 
The general mistake that occurs when the broadcasting is conducted in centralized 
control rooms, for all involving in the production, are preparation mistakes. It can for 
example be incorrect programming from the operators or misspellings conducted by 
the editorial staff, which in a traditional control rooms isn’t as common. However, 
centralized control rooms have reduced the mistakes during an actual broadcast, 
contrary to traditional control rooms. This is because the centralization and 
computerization generally has removed vast mistakes caused out the human factor. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In this first chapter, a background on why this study has been done will be explained, 
it will also be a short briefing on what television control rooms are and in what way 
they may differ. 
Purpose and delimitation along with previous research will also be mentioned 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 History 
The technology within the television industry has developed during the last decade. 
The common factor within this development has been the growth of the digital 
technology and the deprecation of the analog technology. 
When the first live television show was broadcasted it started as an analog signal from 
the production location to the viewer. It has now changed to a digital signal the entire 
length of the signal chain.  
The digital conversion brought forth new technical equipment at the production stage 
of a television show (Abramson 1955; Anastassiou 1994).    
Control rooms have long been used on multiple camera productions on a live 
broadcast or on a live recorded television shows. Traditional control rooms and 
multiple camera production use professions to operate the different equipment used to 
make the production, such as vision control operator, sound engineer, camera 
operator, production assistant etc. The professions way of working has not changed 
much since the digital conversion. The technology in the Control rooms has however 
been affected by the digital conversion within the television industry. At first, by 
better and more powerful equipment based on digital technology, but quite recently, 
the technical design of the entire control room. Modern control rooms can be 
designed so that the different technical equipment are controlled by computers, which 
in turn can be controlled by only a few operators or be completely automated (Weinl 
2013). 
This parcel has completely transformed the working process and drastically reduced 
staff overseeing the production in the control room. 
This is a new way of producing television, with new technology and that’s why it is 
an interesting area to investigate further. 

 
 

 
“The men who created the electronic camera were 

primarily interested in developing an instrument that 
could pick up a moving picture and transmit it 

instantaneously to a distance place” 
- (Abramson 1955) 
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1.1.2 Modern television viewing 
Traditional television viewing has during the time of the growth of smartphones and 
similar tablet devices decreased (Scröder 2014). Traditional television viewing will 
during this investigation refer to the “living room viewing” where the viewer(s) watch 
on a non pocket size screen for example a television set or on a projector screen. The 
signal retrieved is a signal sent over the digital video broadcasting (DVB) network, 
and not streamed over the Ethernet. This decrees is believed to be caused by the fact 
that other (social) media has started to grow with a two-way communication instead 
of a one-way communication. This means that everyone with a social media account 
has the potential of being an own news agency, reaching viewers faster and with their 
own message.  
This technical development has made it more difficult for all traditional news media 
agencies, since people have changing viewing behaviors when it comes to retrieving 
news information. The difficulties can be categorized into two basic categories; the 
first one is keeping down the overall cost for the production, since less income are 
retrieved due to decreasing viewer ratings. The second challenge is to find a new and 
more modern medium to broadcast their news on. Since more people use Internet on 
their smartphones or tablets, the demand for the concept known as “live-television” or 
“web-television” has risen.  
The demand for reduced personal staff and the ability to broadcast to the web directly 
when a “breaking news” event has accrued has led to that new control rooms for 
producing web based news broadcasts have been designed. These control rooms, 
known as centralized control rooms are mainly optimized for live-television but they 
are commonly used to conduct regular broadcast to the DVB network, witch is a new 
way of producing traditional television broadcasts.       
 

1.2 Research question  
 
This research will be conducted keeping within one main research question and 
several sub questions in mind embracing the research as it goes. The reason why these 
questions are asked will also be explained. 

1.2.1 Main Research question 
 

• How have more centralized control rooms affected the production of 
television?  

 
This wide question embraces all relevant staff from operators, editors, news 
anchors etc. It also includes the technical parts of the production as well as 
basic knowledge of differences in the control room design.  
 

1.2.2 Sub questions  
To answer the main question of this investigation, a set of sub questions with 
narrower topics has been formed. Getting an answer from the sub questions will 
make it easier to answer the main question. This is because of the knowledge further 
provided by narrower the different questions within different areas of the 
investigation. 
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• What are the benefits/disadvantages with more centralized control 
rooms/traditional control rooms from an operator point of perspective? 

 
The control room operators are those who are responsible for the visual and 
technical part of the broadcast. Answering these four variants of questions will 
provide a basic scene of how the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) design 
part of the control room will affect the operators working and operating the 
Control rooms.    
It is also important to get an understanding of how the different designs within 
the television industry are affecting the workflow. 
 

• What effects does different control room design have on the final 
production distributed to the viewers? 

 
The final visible production is one major factor to consider when designing a 
control room. 
It is therefore significant to see if there, to the public television viewer, are any 
visible differences in the production caused by different control room design.  
This is important to know because it could affect how the production staff is 
working. If there are any obvious differences, the editorial staff or operators 
might have different approaches of creating a news show if it purposely 
should look different. 

 
• How is the editorial staff (such as editors, news anchors etc.) affected by 

different control room designs?  
 

The editorial staff is instrumental for creating the content of the final 
production within any television show. If the main purpose isn’t to have any 
visible difference of the different news production (which is answered by the 
question above) it is important to see how the editorial staff workflow is 
affected when creating a news show broadcasted by different control room 
designs 
It is therefore important to understand if the editors feel any specific doubts or 
benefits about broadcasting news from different control room.     

1.3  Purpose and objective 
 
The purpose of this research is to get a further knowledge how the participating staff 
and how the workflow of a television production is affected by different control room 
designs. Since centralization within control room system in general has started to 
grow, researches have been made in order to see what the final outcome of the 
centralization has become, mainly for those affected by the control system and how 
the workflow has changed for the operators since computers took over. There are 
however few researches that has been conducted within the field of the television 
industry. It will therefore be interesting to se how not just only the operators and 
viewers have to say about the change, but also how the rest of the staff are affected by 
different technical design.      
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1.4 Delimitations 
 
There are lots of different types of television productions, such as sports, talk shows, 
concerts, lottery-drawing etc. These productions are either broadcasted live or 
recorded live as a finished production ready to go live on tape (LOT). Due to this fact, 
there would be too much of a question to make a research about all types of television 
productions.     
Because of the vast amount of technologies and types of production there are, this 
research will only investigate live broadcasted news shows over the DVB system in 
Sweden. 

1.5 About Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB 
 
Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB is Scandinavia's largest production company in news and 
current affairs journalism. The company is since January 2012 an independent 
company (having previously been part of television channel “TV4”)  
Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB produces everything from major broadcast productions to 
small and fast digital productions and not only in the form of news or current affairs. 
The program varies of genres such as facts, reality, lifestyle/entertainment and 
web/digital1.  

1.5.1 Regular productions at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB 
Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB is currently the main host broadcaster for of the news 
shows and morning talk shows of the Swedish television channel TV4 and TV4 HD. 
The morning show called “Nyhetsmorgon” is broadcasted every morning during the 
whole year. “Malou efter tio”, “Kalla Fakta” and “Jenny Strömsted” are some of the 
other production produced by Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB and broadcasted at TV4 and 
TV4 HD. 
Between 6 to 9.30 am every half an hour during the weekdays and between 8 and 11 
am every hour during the weekends the morning news show called TV4Nyheterna are 
broadcasted. 
These morning news shows currently use a more centralized control room to conduct 
their broadcasts. 
Every weekday at 5.47 pm, 7 pm and 10 pm, there are also news shows conducted 
with different variants of length, from three minutes to one hour. 
Theses evening news shows however uses a traditional and a more manual control 
room to conduct these news shows.   
In addition to the above production, Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB also produces over the 
top (OTT)-content material published on the web, for example “DI-Nyheterna”, 
“TV4Nyheterna Live” etc2.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1 http://nyhetsbolaget.se/ 
2 http://nyhetsbolaget.se/ 
3 Image retrieved from "Noyes & Bransby 2001" 
2 http://nyhetsbolaget.se/ 
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1.5.2 Control rooms 
For the above news production, Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB currently uses two 
different control rooms to produce the show, K2 and K3 (control room two and 
control room three).   
K2 is dimensioned for five operators and for one or two editors.  
K2 is a lot bigger than K3 and K3 is only dimensioned for two operators and one 
editor.  

 
             Figure 1.1 Overview K3 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
  

 
                Figure 1.2 Overview K2 
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2 Methodology	  
 

This chapter explains how the investigation will be conducted to find the answers 
sought. The method of this research is divided into three fundamental segments; 
interview conducting, Literature studies and observations. There will also be an 
explanation on why these different parts will be conducted.         

2.1 Interview methods 
 
Within the interview stage of a research, different types of approach can be used to 
achieve the required objective. Investigations in the scientific area use quantitative 
and qualitative research. These are some of the different methods used to conduct the 
investigation  

2.1.1 Quantitative method  
The quantitative method is based on standardized approaches to measure, analyze and 
compare data in the form of statistics. Surveys can consist of interviews but then with 
the aim of creating quantifiable data of the answers. It is also common that surveys 
and repeated experiments are used in the quantitative study (Teo 2013; Frels & 
Onwuegbuzie 2013). 

2.1.2 Qualitative method 
Qualitative methods are used to obtain descriptive information. This can be done 
through interviews, case studies or by conducting focus groups surveys. A qualitative 
study is the result of subjective perceptions and interpretations and may therefore 
differ depending on who participated in the study and who carried it out. The purpose 
of a qualitative study is to find a deeper understanding of a given problem, to find 
causes and answers to why something is set in a certain way. Applying this method, 
large part of the interpretations and conclusions are done by the investigation. This 
means that it can be easily colored by the investigator him- or herself and therefore 
may be completely inappropriate for certain types of surveys. In other contexts it may 
however be the only suitable method to assimilate certain information, information 
that perhaps hasn’t been possible to obtain through any other approach (Sofaer 2002; 
Frels & Onwuegbuzie 2013). 

2.2 Interviews 
 
There are lots of different ways and techniques of conducting interviews and its 
outcome is dependent on how the interviews are conducted. There are lots of 
examples of different interview structures. Four examples that individually will be 
described below are Structured, semi-structured, unstructured and group interview 
(Riessman 2001). 
Asking a set of questions and letting the person that’s answering have a set of answers 
to choose from is known as structured interviews. This way of performing a 
questioning makes the final result easy to compare to other answers. The disadvantage 
is however that answers on those being interviewed are limited. This means that the 
full knowledge isn’t obtained.   
Unstructured interviews are the complete opposite to the structured. The person being 
interviewed can say whatever he or she wants, and it’s more compared to a regular 
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conversation between two people. The benefits and disadvantaged are quite contrary 
to the structured interviews.   
Semi-structured interviews are a mix between the structured and the unstructured 
method. Semi-structured interviews are based on the basic structure used on the 
structured interviews, but instead of choosing between a set of options, the person 
answering the questions has the liberty of giving a free answer. The person 
interviewing also has the possibility of asking follow up questions.  
Group interviews are a method where several people answering and discussing the 
same question at the same time. A lot of information is obtained using this method. 
There is however a risk that the different participants are affecting each other’s 
answers. 

2.2.1 Purpose of interviews with Production staff 
The purpose of interviewing the production staff is to be able to answer the main 
question “How have more centralized control rooms affected the production of 
television?” and two of the sub questions. The interviews with the production staff 
will be divided into two major groups with different areas of the news production. 
The first group is the editorial staff. They are the people responsible for the content in 
the news show, such as producer, anchormen and editors. They don’t have any direct 
technical responsibility of the production, but they have a vital part of the production 
and it is therefore important to investigate how different control room designs have 
affected their work.  
The second group is the staff responsible for the actual broadcast. These people have 
a more technical responsibility than the editorial staff, and it is their task of 
broadcasting the content decided by the producer. The different operators have always 
had a specific roll within the control room. It is therefore of the most importance to 
see how more centralized control rooms have affected the staff within the control 
rooms (Drever 1995).    

2.2.2 Purpose of interviews with Production staff with experience in different kinds of 
news production 

Some of those employed at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB, both operators and people in 
the editorial staff, have experience working on two different types of control rooms 
with different designs. To be able to investigate how the workflow has been affected 
caused by different control room designs, only staff with experiences of making news 
shows that have been broadcasted from two different control rooms will be chosen for 
the interviews(Drever 1995).  

2.2.3 Purpose of interviews with viewers of the production 
One key factor to investigate is how the outcome of the production is affected by 
different control room design. This is done to be able to answer the sub question 
“What effects does different control room design have on the final production 
distributed to the viewers?” This investigation is taking place during the time when 
one of the biggest studios at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige ABs is going through a 
renovation. This leads to that all news production at the moment are being 
broadcasted from one studio, but from different control rooms at different times.  
It will therefore be easier for the common viewer to observe differences of how the 
production is conducted and eventually differences in control room design, instead of 
different studio designs.   
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2.2.4 Approach for the interviews 
The interviews with the different focus groups will be conducted differently. Due to 
the fact that the editorial staff and the operators have some experience within news 
production, these interviews will be conducted with the semi-structured interviews to 
get more leading information from every individual, that aren’t dependent on other 
colleagues.   
The interviews conducted with the viewers will also be conducted as semi structured. 
However these interviews will be conducted as a group interview. This is due to the 
fact that this focus group consists of people with different kinds of experience of 
television production, and it would therefore be good for the focus group to discuss 
the different questions that will be asked. 

2.3 Literature survey 

2.3.1 Purpose with the literature studies 
The basic idea with the literature studies is to get knowledge of previous researches in 
order to be able to use this knowledge to make it easier make a final conclusion of this 
research.  
The literature study will be divided into three groups: 
 

• Sociotechnical system, especially human working in control rooms in 
general 

• Structural differences 
• Technology and working areas in a control room within television 

production 
 
The study regarding sociotechnical systems is done to get knowledge on how human 
work are affected by different type of control room with different design.  
Due to the fact that centralization within television control rooms is a relatively new 
and unexplored area, the expectation of finding lots of relevant data and information 
are therefore low. There are however many other industries where centralization 
within control rooms have progressed and therefore been investigated further. The 
purpose here is not to investigate the actual technology that has advanced in more 
centralized control rooms but rather if people work better with other people, with new 
and more self-sustaining technology or if it is a combination etc.  
The structural difference is also important to investigate to see how work within a 
project is changed or affected when something within the project is changed. In this 
particular case it will help answering the question how more centralized control room 
has changed the production. 
The technology and working areas need to be investigated in order to see what 
technical system that are used in a television production and what different roles the 
operators have in a television control room and how they could be used in different 
control rooms with different designs.    

2.3.2 Approach of the literature studies 
Most of the literature used in this investigation will be retrieved from online sources, 
such as KTHb and Google Scholar. Different keywords will be used in order to 
retrieve relevant information, such as Control room design, television technology, 
automation affection etc. Further searches within these categories in the different 
databases will be conducted.  
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2.4 Observations 

2.4.1 Purpose with the Observations 
The purpose with the observations is to get an increased knowledge in the area of 
control room design. The observation is also conducted to give the researcher an 
admission in preparation for the interviews that will be executed. It’s therefore 
important that the observations will be conducted before the interviews. The 
observations will be what are known as open observation, meaning that the staff of 
the production will be aware that the researcher observes them. The method of an 
early observation is to get an early and good relation between the staff and the 
researcher. 

2.4.2 Purpose of observations at SVT 
SVT, Sveriges Television is a Swedish public service television channel. SVT is the 
only company that produces the same type of production that satisfies this research 
requirement, i.e. news shows that is broadcasted over the DVB system in Sweden. 
This benchmark is done to get a wider perspective of other control rooms than those 
at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB.       

2.4.3 Approach of the Observations 
The observation itself will be conducted, and notes of the workflow, the relation 
between the people in the crew and all other relevant elements will be taken. Another 
part of the observation is an unstructured conversation between staff and investigator. 
Certain parts of the observation might not be fully understand by the investigator right 
on the spot, and it could therefore be good to gaining an understanding of any direct 
confusions.       
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3 Theory	  	  
 
This chapter describes the general factors within control room designs and how the 
ergonomics and/or staff within the control room could affect the results.  
There will also be an explanation of all the different staff needed to create a newscast.  
A technical description of different system and protocols needed to create a television 
production, and how they are used will also be executed.   
 

3.1 Control room design 
 
Design and the structural layouts of control rooms have lots of per-reviewed reviews 
and investigations, especially within the nuclear power plant control rooms and army-
based control rooms. The actual design of television control rooms hasn’t got as much 
attention. This section will therefore describe the overall concerns and benefits of 
using different control room designs, mainly from the human factor but also some 
technical aspects will be taken into consideration.  

3.1.1 Control room ergonomics  
A control room is a physical location where a physical facility or physically 
distributed service can be monitored and controlled (Bennett 1955). In the television 
industry, there are different types of control rooms, serving different proposes with 
the aim of transmitting a video signal to the distributer and viewer.   
When designing a Control room from scratch, a method called Top Down approach 
could be used (Figure 3.1). The top down approach describes the different phases a 
control room goes through when developed, constructed and evaluated. The first 
phase “A” is the planning stage where the purpose and goal of the control room is 
decided. The second “B” phase is a little more specific. This is where the overall 
technology that isn’t visible in the actual control room comes in to the planning 
process. The phase “C + D” stage is where the actual layout and arrangement of the 
control room is planned. The final “E” phase is the evaluation phase where everything 
is tested and where errors are fixed. 
The author of the control room design chapter (Noyes & Bransby 2001) proclaims the 
downside of planning the ergonomics in the control room on a late phase in the 
planning process. The effects of this could be that the operators in the control room 
don’t feel comfortable and confused when operating.    
The author also addresses control rooms with automated divisions. The author states 
the fact that if an operator’s servile work is automated, but still supervised by the 
operator, there is a high risk for the operator to get bored or even falling asleep(Hunt 
& Ivergård 2008).  
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Figure 3.1 - Top Down approach3 

3.1.2 People in control 
People working together trying to achieve a common goal are often bound to work in 
team. Teamwork in a control room is essential for the different operators to be able to 
conduct a newscast. Since traditional television control room uses different 
professions to operate different equipment, an understanding on how a good team is 
working is necessary.  
One measurable way of measuring how a team operates and evolves can be measured 
using the TEAM(Team evolution and maturation) model. It describes how task-
oriented teams mature over a number of developing stages. These stages are, for 
examples forming, norming, performing. On these different stages, two main types of 
skills are measured, Teamwork- and Taskwork skills.  
Another measurable model that measures the underlying potentials and efficiency for 
a team is the Team process model. This model takes three basic factors into 
                                                
3 Image retrieved from "Noyes & Bransby 2001" 
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consideration, input factors, process factors and output factors (Ivergård & Hunt 
2008c). The input factor includes certain external environmental factors. It could be 
team compositions or team experience.   
The process factor measures how the team works during the actual work. It measures 
aspects such as planning, communication and motivations. 
The output factor measures the actual finished effort conducted by the team, such as 
error rate or team satisfaction (Noyes & Bransby 2001; Caldwell & Viraldo 2014).  

 
“Teamworking is a set of two or more people who interact 
dynamically, interdependently and adaptively towards a 

common and valued goal” 
- (Rentsch et al. 2010) 

3.1.3 Human errors when in control 
To be able to discuss and make conclusion about the human error, we need to 
understand what a human error is. How do we quantify and measure an error caused 
by humans?  
Early studies tried classifying human errors into different segments, and have during 
time come to be differentiated into two major quantities. The first is slips and lapses 
and the second is mistakes.    
Slips and lapses are unintentional errors. The intention was correct for the situation, 
but it was carried out the wrong way.  
The author of the human error chapter takes a teapot as an example. “Forgetting to 
boil a kettle and making a cup of tea with cold water” (Noyes & Bransby 2001). The 
slips and lapses however differ in the way they can be observed. A slip is an error that 
normally can be observed by someone else. Laps however is an unobservable error, it 
may only be obvious for the person who executed the error.  
Mistake errors are those that arise from failures created during the planning stage. It 
may be correctly executed, but the original goals for achieving the goals are incorrect. 
Again, an example from the author is “driving the wrong way on a one-way street” 
(Noyes & Bransby 2001; McRuer 1980). 

3.1.4 Human in combination with technology 
People working in control rooms are referred to as control room operators, or just 
operators. The operators could have the same task, but they may also have different 
responsibilities in the control room.    
Modern control room works like a command center. The operators are supervising or 
controlling one or more computers via a certain user interface (UI). The computer 
than regulates certain properties of a systems. It could be a motor, fuel injection or 
even other computers. The interaction between the operator and the visible parts of 
the UI is called human computer interaction (HCI)    
A common HCI is to use desktop application as a UI for a “common” user. However 
in control rooms, other uncommon UI are used. It could be anything from joysticks, 
physical keypads (not to be confused whit the common keyboard used on the majority 
of personal computers) and other types of physical UIs (Hughes et al. 1994; Ivergård 
& Hunt 2008d). 
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3.2 Signal path – from production to consumer 
 
To be able to understand how the final video signal is distributed to the viewers all 
around the country, a business intelligence is done to see which stakeholders that are 
responsible for broadcasting the final news production.  
This is done to later be able to compare if, and how this has changed due to the fact 
of more centralized control rooms. 

3.2.1 Production control room 
A production company is a company that produces a certain show (in the case 
Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB, the news), which is broadcasted on a specific television 
channel live or post (for example “TV4” and “TV4 HD”). Educated staff operates the 
studios and the control rooms that are used to make the news production. The control 
rooms that in general produces the actual content and composition is known as a 
Production Control room (PCR) or a Studio Control room (SCR). 
The final production, which consists of a final video- and audio signal, is then sent to 
the Master control room (3.2.2) (Lind 2012; Tozer 2012). 

3.2.2 Master control room 
MCR (Master Control room) has unlike PCR the task of taking care of all input and 
output fiber- and satellite signals. The incoming signals could be feeds from foreign 
news agencies, such as Reuters, APTN and sometimes from outside broadcast 
cameras or trucks that should be used in a production in the house or broadcasted 
directly to a television channel owned by television channel. 
The MCR doesn’t have any visual responsibility of the production, rather to make 
sure that all signals from relevant PCRs are converted to right broadcasting formats 
and routed to make sure that the Transmission control room (TCR) is able to 
broadcast the final material (Weise & Weynand 2007; Tozer 2012).     
 

 
 

Figure 3.2 - Master control room at TV4, operated by Ericsson Broadcast Service 
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3.2.3 Transmission control room 
TCR (Transmission control room) also known as playout or program control, has the 
responsibility of delivering the final product to different transmission service 
companies who then delivers the video signal to the viewers all over the country. It 
could be either pre-recorded programs or live content material produced by a PCR in 
the same building, or produced elsewhere, known as outside broadcast (OB).  
If the television channel has prescheduled programs, the playout operators have the 
responsibility that these planed timeslots are kept. 
If the channel is a commercial financed television channel, the TCR also has to make 
sure that the pre-recorder commercial content is broadcasted at the right time and at 
the right length (Tozer 2012).   
 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Transmission control room at TV4 operated by Ericsson broadcast service 
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3.2.4 Media hub 
The Media hub division has similar duties as MCR, however the media hub doesn’t 
have any responsibilities for all signals relevant for television channel, rather signals 
needed in the productions by the production company that’s producing the news. 
Media hub has lots of responsibilities that aren’t directly linked to the live news 
production, such as capture the recorded material from the cameras to the editing 
room, record relevant material from different productions etc.  
In terms of the live News production, the media hub has the duty to make sure that the 
video signal from a field reporter’s camera is connected to the relevant PCR. This is 
so that the production company can be able to conduct its directly report on the news 
show from a reporter on the scene of the news event. MCR is as described above 
responsible for the incoming satellite and fiber video signals. The Media hub however 
manages video signals retrieved from the Web, Ethernet, or 3G/4G LTE.  
During this live-report, it is important that the field reporter hears the entire news 
production to be able to answer the news anchors (3.4.2) questions. If, however, the 
field reporter hears him- or herself a few milliseconds later, it will be a disturbance 
factor for the reporter. To avoid this, an audio signal called mix-minus is created. This 
signal contains all audio from the production except the audio from the field reporter. 
The mix-minus audio signal is produced by the PCR and sent to an interruptible 
foldback (IFB). The Media hub than connects this IFB to the telephone used by the 
field reporter on sight (Lind 2012; Tozer 2012).  
 

 
 

Figure 3.4 Media hub 
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3.3 Production operators team 
 
In a traditional PCR, there are different responsibilities for each operator. The most 
common job roles of the different production staff will here be presented based on 
literature studies and observations from Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB and SVT 

3.3.1 Television director 
The television director has the overall responsibility for the creative look of the 
television production. That includes the camera positions, in some extent lightning 
design of the venue and digital video effects (DVE) such as splits and wipes. During 
the actual broadcast, the television director decides witch source (camera, video from 
a video server, graphics, DVE etc.) that should be outputted. The television director 
works closely to the production assistant (3.3.2) getting support with timeslots and 
getting countdowns when the packages are coming to an end. The amount of work 
done by the television director is dependent on the size of the production, on a big 
concert; up to 20 different cameras could be used. However in a news show, around 
three cameras are used and the broadcast is often executed with very similar routines 
and layouts, decided by an executive producer(Millerson & Jim 2012; Lind 2012).    

3.3.2 Production assistant  
The production assistant (PA) has a different function depending on if the PA is 
working on a film production or television production. In the PCR the PA takes on a 
prompting role. On a live news production, the PA´s working close to the Television 
director by assisting him- or her on countdowns on packages. They also have the 
basic responsibility of planning the news show together with the producer. During the 
news show, they make sure that the different contents in the news show are within 
their planned timeslots. The PA also has the overall communication with the TCR, 
giving each other countdowns and preparing timeslots for the commercials and at 
what time to start and end the news show(Millerson & Jim 2012).   

3.3.3 Television producer 
A television producer is a person who has responsibility over all parts of a television 
production. In the case of centralized control, it’s the television producer who’s 
responsible for the broadcast together with the producer. Unlike the television 
director, who focuses solely on the appearance of the broadcast, the television 
producer is responsible that all parts of the production look good and sound good etc. 
The television producer doesn’t have any excellence within a specific area of the 
broadcast but is instead oriented to have a wider knowledge to be able to conduct a 
broadcast by him- or herself.  

3.3.4 Technical director 
The basic role for the technical director (TD) is to make sure that all the cameras used 
in the production have the right format and have the same visual appearance. The 
camera formats needs to bee adapted to be able to connect the vision mixer (3.3.5). 
This is done by connecting the camera to one specified camera control unit (CCU) 
where all the camera functions are controlled, such as format, RGB-variety, exposure 
etc. There are reasons why the TD needs to adjust color settings during the broadcast, 
for example camera manufacture, camera position, lightning etc. The most important 
task for the TD is to make sure that the different cameras have the same visual 
appearances, so when the television director cuts between different cameras, the 
different images shouldn’t look different. The TD controls the CCUs from a Remote 
Control Panel (RCP) located in the PCR (Weise & Weynand 2007).        
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3.3.5 Vision engineer 
The vision engineer operates the vision mixer. The vision mixer is the console from 
where the operator selects the different video sources, such as cameras, graphics and 
video servers. They’re also responsible for programming certain DVEs wanted by the 
television director, such as different types of splits. The vision engineer works 
directly under the television director during the broadcast by outputting certain video 
sources that’s required by the television director (Weise & Weynand 2007).      

3.3.6 Audio engineer 
The audio engineer has the single purpose of being in charge of the entire audio of the 
broadcast. That also requires sending the right mix-minus audio signal to the relevant 
IFB.  
The audio engineer has the task of making fine adjustments on different audio levels 
from different inputs, such as microphones from different news anchors, audio from 
the video servers and the microphone from the field reporter.     
It’s also up to the audio engineer to equalize the different audio signal. This is done to 
correct the response of microphones and equalization may also be used to eliminate 
unwanted sounds (Weise & Weynand 2007). 

3.3.7 Camera operator 
The camera operator is the person responsible using the cameras as instructed by the 
television director. The camera operator operates the camera position/height, pan/tilt 
and zoom/focus. On a multiple camera production, produced from a PCR, the camera 
operator doesn’t adjust the color settings and exposure, the TD does this. The camera 
operator can either control the camera manually from the studio or remotely from the 
PCR via a joystick (Broth 2009; Millerson & Jim 2012).     

3.3.8 Character generator operator 
The character generator (CG) operator is in charge of all on display and preparing 
graphic used on the television show. The graphics can vary from picture graphics to 
upper/lower thirds or informative headers.  
The picture graphics (not to be confused with CG-graphics) are sometimes used as 
“over the shoulder” beside the News anchor to get a visual enhancement of topic.  
The CG operator needs to make sure that the right nametag is presented also that the 
right header is presented (Millerson & Jim 2012).  

3.4 The editorial staff 
 
The editorial staff is those responsible for the content of a news show. They have the 
task of making sure that updated news are broadcasted when the news show is taking 
place.     

3.4.1 Producer 
The producer has the overall responsibility of the news show. The producer choses 
the news content, and structures how the broadcast should be executed. The producer 
searches for news at different sources and works with the editorial staff to create the 
content. They also work closely with the television director/producer and the PA to 
plan the broadcast. In the PCR, the producer is in charge on what will happen during a 
news show. He or she might change the order of the rundown during the broadcast or 
change the manuscript read by the news anchor if necessary. One example of when 
changes could be made would be if, during a broadcast, it accurse a breaking news 
that the producer wants to be announced (Anastassiou 1994; Millerson & Jim 2012).  
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3.4.2 News anchor  
The News anchor, also known as the lead anchor, is the person who reads the news 
and introduces the different packages shown on the broadcast. The news anchor is 
often supported by a teleprompter to get better eye contact with the viewer (see figure 
3.5) 
The anchor is often referred as the lead anchor if he or she “leads” the news show, 
handing over to other news anchors in the broadcast, such as sport anchor, economic 
anchor or the weather presenter. The anchor works directly under the producer, 
reading the desired text to present the package.    
During the actual broadcast, the anchor has several different factors to consider, 
reading the right script, staying on time and looking in the right camera. To achieve 
this, the anchor gets support from different professions working in the PCR. The news 
anchor is during the broadcast constantly in contact with relevant staff in the control 
room, via an in-ear (Langer 1997).  

 4 

3.4.3 Reporter   
The reporter, or sometimes referred to as a journalist, is the person making a news 
story assigned by the producer. Making a news story requires lots of research and 
source criticism on the researched material. The reporter is also responsible of 
gathering material for the package; most of this material consists of images and video 
materials. It can be gathered by the reporter and their own cameras or by using video 
feeds from other news agencies all around the world. The reporter also conducts 
interviews with people relevant to the package, for examples politicians, victims etc. 
(Bolin 2014).     

3.4.4 Editor 
The editor is in charge of the editing process; editing different packages done by the 
reporter and creating voiceover images that will be used on the broadcast. Editors on 
modern news stations use non-linear devices to edit their material. The editor works 
directly under the Reporter by compiling all the material gathered by the reporter. The 
editor has some technical responsibility, making color correction of the final edited 
material and setting proper audio levels between the interviews and the voiceover 
audio recorded by the reporter (Millerson & Jim 2012).  

                                                
4 Image retrieved from http://static.bhphoto.com/images/images500x500/908154.jpg, 

Figure 3.6 Teleprompter 
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3.5 Newsroom computer System  
 
A Newsroom computer system (NRCS) is a software program used by the majority of 
the production staff. This is the software where the producer creates the rundown for 
the newscast. The NRCS is built as a synchronized multiple client software, meaning 
that different users are able to work with different chores simultaneously.  
There are different manufactures to the different NRCS on the market, but most of 
their UI is built on the same basic structure. A girder builds up the program, where 
rows host the different events in the rundown, and where the columns are different 
instances for the staff, such as, notes for the PA, teleprompter-text, graphics 
information etc. (see figure 3.7). The column host the different subjects (Owens & 
Millerson 2011).       
 

 
Figure 3.7 UI of the NRCS “ENPS” used at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB 

3.6 Automation software 
 
To be able to understand how centralized system within the news production work, 
the underlying technical infrastructure and protocols need to be explained to 
understand how the different equipment in the PCRs are connected.  

3.6.1 MOS 
The media objective server (MOS) is a protocol, based on the XML language. Media 
objects are defined as CG, video, audio and still-store graphics and they are often 
stored on a non-linear device.  
A MOS protocol is essential for a centralized newscaster to work. The MOS protocol 
uses XML-tags to be able to store and easily retrieve and find data within a media 
asset management system (3.7) (Tozer 2012).   
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3.6.2 Communication between different equipment 
The automation software can if required, control the different equipment in the PCR. 
Those systems that don’t use MOS-control are audio-mixer, visual-mixer, lightning-
mixer CCU and the robot camera-control.  
The lightning-mixer, CCU and the robot camera-control use pre-recorded fixtures, 
settings and positions within their own software. These different parameters are then 
called by the automation system to either cut to theses parameters, meaning that an 
instant modification will happen, or to fade to that parameter for a smooth transition. 
This could for example be used in on opening sequence when the camera moves 
slowly and the lightning in the studio gradually increases.   
The vision-mixer and the audio-mixer could also have pre-recorded venues within 
their own software. This is common to the visual-mixer, when certain pre 
programmed splits or other DVEs are called by the automation system. Since the 
different mixers have lots of different inputs, it would be unwise to pre-program all 
different possible existing combinations. The automation can therefore control single 
inputs on the different mixer, for example to output a specific camera and at the same 
time turning on a microphone in the studio.  

3.7 Media Asset Management  
 
A media asset management (MAM) is a procedure to manage tasks and decisions 
surrounding all the cataloguing and storing of mediated assets.  
These assets refer to all different technical systems and equipment needed to store and 
playout different media files and media types. It is essential for the PCRs to have 
connection to certain MAMs to be able to playout various media files (Zilinski & 
Lorenz 2012). Some of the necessary MAMs will be described below. 

3.7.1 Video storage system 
A video storage system is a database where video files are stored. The video storage 
system is not to be confused with a video server with high resolute playout functions. 
The video storage has the purpose of archiving videos that have been recorded. The 
videos can be received from editors via their program to make packages.  
Low-resolution previews can also be accessed directly from the storage system. In- 
and out marks on different video clips can be set and posted to the NRCS. 
Every time a new material is posted to the video storage system, it immediately gets a 
MOS ID-tag (Tozer 2012; Millerson & Jim 2012; Zilinski & Lorenz 2012). 
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3.7.2 Graphic  
Graphics are practically always used at a news-show. It can be either images to 
enhance the subject of the news, lower thirds or headers to give out information or 
certain full-frame graphics, such as soccer score or results from a certain league etc.   
Different computers often generate these different types of graphics.   
The informative graphics and the full frame informative graphics are generated by 
CG-computers. These graphics will have different information and content on each 
broadcast, but also have the same visual appearance. Instead of creating new graphics 
for each broadcast, different templates can be filled in the NRCS that creates a MOS-
tagged CG.      
The graphics are played out manually or automatically. The graphics that’s played out 
manually is done by a keystroke to the certain CG-computer, located in the PCR. The 
PA often plays out the informative graphics. The television director plays out the 
picture graphics; which can be manipulated by the vision engineer to appear on just a 
part of the program image. The MOS-tagged CG can be timed with in- and length 
time in the NRCS. This is common on packages, making the CG play out 
automatically (Owens & Millerson 2011; Tozer 2012; Zilinski & Lorenz 2012).    

3.7.3 Video servers  
The video server is the technical system where the high resolute video is played out 
from. The server may have different outputs and the television director in the PCR 
chooses which of the outputs the video file should be played from.  
When a MOS tag appears at a rundown in the NRCS, a high resolute video file is 
rendered from the storage system and uploaded to the video server. If an automation 
system is used, the program sends a command, using MOS, to preview and play out 
the relevant video from the desired video output at the server(Tozer 2012; Millerson 
& Jim 2012).       
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3.8 Control rooms for televised news shows at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB 
 
Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB currently uses two different PCRs to conduct their 
newscast. Below, there will be a general description of the layouts and what type of 
professions that are operating in the PCR. The technical differences aren’t that big. 
PCR K3 however uses their automation software in a bigger extent.  

3.8.1 PCR K2 
PCR K2 (K2 meaning “Kontrollrum 2”= “control room 2”) is the larger of the two 
PCRs that’s producing the news at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB. 
PCR K2 is mostly manual, meaning that different operators manage different 
equipment. All evening news are currently produced from PCR K2. 
During a broadcast from PCR K2, six different professions are working in the PCR. 
In the studio, different amount of news anchors are working dependent on the layup 
of the broadcast and a photographer in the studio is used. The six people in the PCR 
are; producer, television director, production assistant, sound engineer, vision 
engineer and technical director. The sound engineer has an own booth specially 
designed to give the operator a good environment for listening and mixing the audio. 
The television director sits between the PA and the vision engineer and the technical 
sits aside managing the cameras. The producer sits behind the operators overseeing 
the entire production, See figure 1.2 and 3.5.    
There is only one segment that has been centralized and automated by the automation 
software, the playout function from the video servers. The automation system checks 
the order of the rundown in the NRCS and uploads the nextcoming video to the 
certain output, chosen by the television director, from the video server. When the 
television director strikes a certain key on the automation software, a signal (using 
MOS protocol) is sent to the server to play out the video. This video is than outputted 
by the vision engineer by the command of the television director.  
 

 
Figure 3.8 PCR K2 in action 
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3.8.2 PCR K3 
PCR K3 is the control room that is smaller, centralized and the most automated of the 
two PCR that’s producing the news. PCR K3 currently produces the morning news. 
The PCR K3 has room for two television producers and one producer. As in PCR K2, 
the producer sits in the back overseeing the production, see figure 1.1 and 3.6.    
PCR K3 is often called as the “automated control room” by the staff; which 
technically is a misplaced modifier. Computers aren’t programmed to control 
different equipment in the PCR using optimizing or artificial intelligence (AI). 
Different computers are instead programed to execute tasks by the command of a 
master computer, as described in (3.6.2).      
During a broadcast, the automation software controlled by the television producer 
executes the majority of the tasks. This means that during a broadcast the head 
television producer only has to strike a key on the automation software on order to go 
through the rundown. Exactly what areas in the PCR that is affected or changed by 
centralized PCRs, will be evaluated in 4.5. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.9 PCR K3 in action 
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3.9 Control rooms for televised news shows at SVT 
 
SVT uses one PCR (K5) to conduct their entire different newscast. Some of these 
productions are either broadcasted live or recorded ready to go LOT.  
PCR K5 at SVT uses basically the same setup as in PCR K3 at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige 
AB. The difference is PCR K5 has two technical directors and one television producer 
for every production subject (one for the common news, one for sport and one for 
economy). There are lots of different recordings or live broadcasts conducted in PCR 
K5 during the day, such as Rapport, Lilla Aktuellt, Oddasat etc, and therefore SVT 
has chosen to have one television producer for one or two productions. 
SVT also produces local news, in Stockholm the production is called ABC. These 
different productions are produced differently dependent on where in the country the 
local news are produced. ABC has taken the centralization to the furthest level. The 
news anchor sits in the studio and conducts the broadcast by pressing a button in the 
studio, almost as the keystroke in PCR K3, to go through the rows in the NRCS in the 
automation software.          
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4 Results	  
 
In this chapter, the result of the business intelligence and how it has been conducted 
will be described. The implementation and the results of the interviews that have been 
conducted with the different groups will also be presented.     

4.1 Preparations in PCRs at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB 
 
The observation in PCR K2 and PCR K3 was conducted during different periods 
during the investigation starting beginning January to ending March.  

4.1.1 Preparations in PCR K2 
The operators start their shift between 15:00-16:00. The television director and PA go 
to the editorial staff and start planning the broadcast together with the producer and 
the news anchor(s). The rest of the operators go directly to the PCR and the different 
professions start their different equipment. The TD immediately starts to thoroughly 
configure the different cameras using the different RCPs. Different TD do this 
differently, some uses previous setting from yesterdays broadcast while some resets 
the previous settings and starts over. The vision- and sound engineer loads the 
relevant memories for the broadcast. That includes the right types of DVEs and the 
right microphones used in the studio.    
When the studio and the control room are up and running and fully functional, the 
television director meets with the crew to start planning the broadcast. Since the 
television director has been debriefed about the content of the broadcast from the 
producer, any irregularities are debriefed to the rest of the crew. Depending of the 
extent of the irregularity, the different staff may need to program new DVEs, pre-
program different camera positions or add a new microphone to the audio mixer setup 
and sending a right mix-minus to an eventual field reporter. The PA and the television 
director then start their different stations/equipment in the PCR. In PCR K2, the PA is 
also the CG-operator and the PA has to make sure that the graphics and CGs are 
working properly. The PA also needs to make sure that some of the CG is timed 
correctly. The right lower thirds need to emerge at the right time during a package. 
The television director makes sure that the automation software is connected to the 
relevant NRCS rundown.  
Just before the broadcast, the news anchor gets in the studio and prepares the 
teleprompter while putting on the microphone and in-ear listening located in the 
studio. The sound engineer makes sure that the news anchor is able to hear the 
different staff in the PCR in the in-ear through an intercom system. They are also 
making a thoroughly sound check by letting the anchor(s) talk so that the sound 
engineer may equalize the audio from the microphone. The TD also sets the proper 
camera angles when the anchor has been seated. Again, as the TD, different sound 
engineers do these setting differently and with different accuracy.  
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4.1.2 Preparations in PCR K3 
The morning broadcast conducted in PCR K3 uses two television producers to 
oversee the visual and technical aspects of the broadcast. One of the television 
producer starts at 04:00 by starting up the PCR and studio and conducting basic test of 
all the relevant part in the PCR and studio. The second television producer arrives 
around 05:00. In comparison to PCR K2, thoroughly inspections aren’t conducted. 
The main focus of the test is to examine if the automation software is able to control 
the relevant and different equipment connected to the automation software. In the case 
of PCR K3, the vision mixer, the majority of the audio mixer and all three graphics- 
and CG-computers are connected to the automation software. In the case of the audio 
mixer, the automation software doesn’t control the individual levels of the 
microphones. It however controls if all the microphones in the studio should be turned 
on or off.      
The other parts that aren’t connected are the robotic camera control, CCU and the 
lightning table. Since the television producer has a more technical responsibility than 
the television director, most of the time preparing the broadcast is done in the PCR 
instead of outside with the editorial staff, as the case in PCR K2. Most of the 
communication between the television producer and the editorial staff is done using 
notes in the NRCS. Some exceptions within this communication are noticed, mainly 
when the television producer wants to know who the morning anchor is. This is so 
that the television producer will be able to prepare the relevant lower third for the 
news-anchor used in the broadcast. Another scenario when the communication is 
conducted without using the NRCS is often when a “breaking news” occurs minutes 
before the broadcast. The producer orally alerts the television producers to make 
sudden and new preparations. These changes could either be to add new or old 
graphics or sometimes to make sure that the PCR is connected to a live report 
reporter. The main television producer has the responsibility of making sure that the 
feed from a live report is working correctly and that the IFB works properly.       
Minutes before the broadcast, the news anchor gets in the studio and prepares the 
teleprompter (as in PCR K2). The assistant television producer sets the proper camera 
positions. The assistant television producer also is in charge of making the 
microphone sound check. This sound check isn’t as thoroughly as in PCR K2. The 
sound check in PCR K3 is to basically make sure that the audio from the microphone 
is working.              
 

4.2 Broadcasts in PCRs at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB 

4.2.1 Broadcast in PCR K2      
During the broadcast, the different professions operate the different equipment. The 
television director takes on the chief role during the production. The television 
director starts different packages or voiceovers using the automation software. Before 
the clip starts, the first frame of that video is uploaded and shown from the server 
output witch is visible through the multiviewer in the PCR. The television director 
than shouts for example “package A”, “voiceover B”, “Camera 2” followed by “take 
X”, which by the staff is known as the “magical word”. The different letters shouted 
by the television director referred to the different video servers and the X could either 
be a number or a letter. This could be shouted out long before the change has 
happened. The magical word is shouted when the television director wants the change 
to occur. This is done to prepare and notify the crew what is about to follow. The TD 
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constantly adjusts the different camera settings during the broadcast without any 
command from the television director. In PCR K2, the TD also is in charge of 
operating the remote controlled cameras directed by the television director. The 
sound- and vision engineer have the single task of operating the video and audio. The 
television director makes the decision but the engineer physical makes that happen. 
They don’t have the authority of making own creative decisions, but rather to make 
fine adjustments with the equipment they operate on. 
 

4.2.2 Broadcast in PCR K3 
During the broadcast in PCR K3, the main television producer takes the commanding 
responsibility of the broadcast, both visual and technical. The main television 
producer has the overall communication to the TCR. The automation software in PCR 
K3 is programmed so that certain pre-programmed columns of the NRCS appear as 
different graphical clustered bars as the UI (see figure 4.1). These different bars could 
be cameras, voiceovers, DVEs or packages. To go through the different bars in the 
automation software, the television producer has to press one key on the keyboard 
that belongs to the automation software. The main television producer also has other, 
more technical responsibilities during the broadcast. If needed, the television producer 
may need to output graphics, cameras manually or even play some packages directly 
from the editing-computer. These sudden changes may occur if the producer wants a 
new story broadcasted. The television producer than needs to do preparations to the 
new upcoming event in the broadcast, during the actual broadcast.                      
In PCR K3, there are certain equipment that aren’t connected to the automation 
software. These are lightning, CCU and camera robotic. The assistant television 
producer operates all these different equipment. The assistant television producer also 
has the responsibility of making small adjustments of the audio. These settings are 
repeatedly done right before the broadcast. This is because all these factors constantly 
change for every broadcast, different news anchors may not sit at the exact same place 
or have the equal voice level.       
 

 
Figure 4.1 Automation software "mosart" UI 
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4.3 Observations at SVT 
 
The two technical directors are placed in the PCR preparing all the technical duties in 
both the PCR and the studio. The television producer sits and works together with the 
editorial staff and prepares the broadcast. The PA’s role has been completely replaced 
by the automation software. One technical director is in charge of the light, RCPs and 
camera angles while the other is in charge of the audio and assisting the television 
producer. During the bigger broadcast (Aktuellt) the technical director who’s 
controlling the audio is replaced by an audio engineer, located in another physical 
location. A photographer is also present in the studio controlling the cameras 
remotely.                 
SVT has built their infrastructure to be as flexible as possible. The aim of the 
construction has been that anything should be able to be produced anywhere. What 
this basically means is that the different cameras, microphones light fixtures etc. 
aren’t hardwired directly to one specific PCR, rather into a central matrix that than 
could be routed to any location. This however demands a lot of knowledge from the 
technical directors working in the PCR. During the observation, an error was noticed 
that was caused by a routing error. This problem was noticed minutes before a 
production that was going to be recorded, and it took even one of the most 
experienced technical director several minutes to solve.          

4.4 Interview results 
 
The interviews that were conducted can be divided into three types of groups, the 
production staff, the news-staff and the television viewers. The interviews with staff 
were chosen based on experience of producing news content from both PCR K2 and 
PCR K3. Question asked to the staff can be read in appendix 1. 
The result has been structured from the sub questions asked in 1.2.2   

4.4.1 Participants 
The interview with the production staff took place April 6, 15. They were conducted 
with two television producers working in PCR K3. Their names are Jonas Forslund 
and Gurprit Singh and they have worked at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB eight 
respectively three years. They also have a profession within PCR K2. Jonas is a vision 
engineer and Gurprit is a television director.         
The interviews with the production staff will help answering the sub question: 
“What are the benefits/disadvantages with more centralized control rooms/traditional 
control rooms from an operator point of perspective?” 
The interviews with the editorial staff took place between the April 7,15 and April 
14,15. Two news anchors and one producer participated. Soraya Lavasani and Karin 
Bürow Orrje are news anchors that have worked at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB for 
nine respectively five years. Johan Brandhammar is a producer who has worked at 
Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB for 23 years. The interviews of the news anchors and the 
producer will help answering the sub question: 
“How is the editorial staff affected by different control room designs”? 
The answers have been divided into four segments, where one segment represents one 
of the four different perspectives on how they interpreted the different questions.     
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4.4.2 Different tasks 
The interview with the production staff concluded that there is another type of 
responsibility in the centralized PCR. Both operators concluded that they had a lot 
more of a technical responsibility in PCR K3 than in PCR K2. The starts up of the 
different PCRs were a whole lot different. In PCR K3, the television producers 
needed to make a general inspection in the PCR, but also in the studio. This 
inspection didn’t need to be as thoroughly in PCR K2. This is because you only are 
responsible for one certain part in PCR K2, rather in PCR K3 where you basically are 
responsible for every technical part. The different tasks in the centralized PCR 
resulted in that multiple responsibilities ended up with the television producer. If the 
producer conducts sudden changes to the rundown it could cause problems when the 
workload already is heavy for the television producer. Jonas Forslund explains that 
the television producer constructs an unstructured list of priorities. The interview 
participants explain that during these situations, the visual and artistic aspects of the 
broadcast aren’t prioritized. They explain that the most important is to make sure that 
all technical elements of these sudden changes are arranged, and if achievable certain 
graphics or different camera position may be added. A graphical overview of the new 
work task can be seen in figure 4.4.              
One of the major key factor that was expressed by the editorial staff was the fact that 
they had a lot more responsibility of making sure that the broadcast was on time when 
working in PCR K3 rather than in PCR K2. The person responsible for the time in a 
traditional PCR is the PA. Since the PA doesn’t exist in a centralized PCR, the task of 
making sure that the broadcast is on time has fallen to the news anchors and 
producers. The interview participants mean that this isn’t really a problem, rather one 
more task that they have to take into consideration when creating the rundown for the 
broadcast.  
Johan Brandhammar mentions that when producing in PCR K3, he needs to have 
TOTAL control of the broadcast and what’s going to happen later during the 
broadcast. In PCR K2, he has the liberty of handing over some of the responsibility to 
other interests in the PCR and therefore put more focus on the actual news content.     

4.4.3 Feelings 
When questions were asked to the operators about the emotions and feelings working 
in the different PCRs, many of the answers revolved around the team dynamic factor. 
Both interview participants explain that the feeling of “working together” and “we 
will achieve this together” disappears when operating in a centralized PCR. In a 
traditional PCR, where you work with humans a lot more, there is an advantage in 
terms of brainstorming ideas with the rest of the crew.  
 

“Instead of relying on people, you rely on technology. 
The technology becomes my colleague” 

- Gurprit Singh 2015 
 

In more centralized PCRs, there could however be an advantage of having less staff. 
Gurprit Singh describes a scenario when he as a television director, or the producer, 
has a swift spontaneous idea or thought that he wants to bring about, it could be 
anything from certain camera-movements or new graphics that should be added. He 
says that this thought, in a traditional PCR, needs to pass through my mouth, via the 
intercom system and into other brains to be interpreted and than executed.  
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This may cause that the time between the initial thought to the accomplished action 
takes a lot longer in a traditional PCR rather in a centralized PCR.   
 

“In a centralized PCR, I don’t have to express my 
thoughts to other colleagues, since I perform all tasks.” 

-Gurprit Singh 2015 
 

When interviewing the editorial staff about when and why they feel insecure when 
conducting a broadcast from different PCRs, everyone makes the conclusion that it all 
comes down to who or whom that conducts the broadcast. This is a factor that’s 
especially noticed in PCR K3.        

 
“If an operator in PCR K2 has a bad day at work and 

therefore makes slips, it may cause problems of one specific 
segment, but if an operator in PCR K3 has a bad day, it could 

affect the entire broadcast” – Johan Brandhammar 2015 
 
Due to the fact that the PA isn’t present during the preparation and during the actual 
broadcast, the risk of mistakes by the editorial staff increases. This is especially 
noticed on different types of CG content. They are either misspelled or mismatched 
because no one has the dedicated job purpose of double-checking materials and/or CG 
graphics.      

4.4.4 Quantifiable differences 
The common similarity that the interview participants had to say about the advantage 
of using a centralized PCR was the long time costs for the production company. 
Adding automation software and its entire surrounding technical infrastructure will of 
course have a high one time cost. Using this kind of system will however be earned 
when the cost of more staff is reduced.        
When a broadcast is known as mapped, it means that every part of the broadcast can 
be predicted and planned. Both interview participants explain that in a televised talk 
show, you may plan some key parts of the broadcast, such as packages, teleprompter-
text and voiceover images. You can’t however plan all different camera-takes before 
the broadcast, since you don’t know the answer and/or reactions beforehand. In a 
simpler and shorter newscast with a simple studio environment, it is however possible 
to plan all camera-takes. This is because you know the different subjects in the 
broadcast and that the reaction of the news anchor should be relatively neutral. This 
means that centralized PCRs is better for that type of purpose. 

4.4.5 Communication 
The news anchors addresses that in PCR K2, there is always someone to talk to or ask 
questions to in the PCR. This is sometimes not the case in PCR K3. If the news 
anchor for example thinks that the audio level in the studio is too low, if the camera 
image isn’t perfect or if the news anchor needs to know how much time there is left of 
a certain package he or she can ask the audio engineer, the technical director 
respectively the PA to get an answer if the broadcast is produced in PCR K2. If the 
broadcast is conducted in PCR K3, the television producer may not have time to 
answer the question from the news anchor. This is due to the same reason as 
mentioned in 4.4.2. This might cause confusion or communication errors between the 
people operating in the PCR and the news anchor(s) in the studio.  
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“In PCR K2, I can always ask specific questions to different 

interest in the PCR and get an immediate response In PCR K3, 
there is a risk that I need to wait. The worst scenario is when I 

don’t get an answer at all” 
– Karin Bürow Orrje, 2015 

 
Based on the answer from the interviews and the results from the business intelligence 
from PCR K2 and PCR K3, a box-chart has been created to get a graphical view of 
the reformed work task when an automation software has been implemented (see 
figure 4.4). 

4.5 Television viewers  

4.5.1 Noticeable visual differences 
The focus group, which focused on the television viewer, was conducted between 
March 17 and April 2, 15. 15 people participated in the focus group and they were all 
recruited with the help of social media. All the participants happened to be students 
from Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (the Royal Institute of technology) in Stockholm.  
During this focus group, the groups were shown two different productions from two 
different times. The first production was a broadcast conducted on December 2, 14 at 
08:30 on "TV4", "TV4 HD" and the second on March 11, 15 at 17:47 on "Kanal 7".  
These two broadcasts were chosen based on two criteria’s; the first was that the 
Television Director and the Television producer was the same person conducting the 
different productions. The second criteria was that the specific broadcast was as 
characteristic as possible. A characteristic doesn’t refers to a broadcast where for 
example a breaking news event has occurred and the majority of the content in the 
broadcast is reserved for that specific news content. The viewers in the focus group 
were asked to try and notice any differences in the production instead of the news 
content. Since the timespan between these broadcasts were stretched, the viewers 
were requested not to pay any attention to the differences regarding the news content.     
After the demonstration, another sheet of paper were handed out and the participants 
were asked to write down the most apparent differences and they where also asked to 
estimate the number of operators in the different PCRs. This was followed by a group 
interview. 
The result from the focus group with the television viewers was very clear. The only 
common noticeable difference that all persons in the focus group reacted to was the 
difference in graphics and CG. This is due to the fact that different format is used in 
the different broadcast. Many people also reacted to the fact that the evening news 
had a faster way of presenting the news. It felt to the viewer that the evening news 
had a tighter schedule and therefore wanted to fill in more content in the broadcast. 
There are many more “over the shoulders” in the evening broadcast than in the 
morning broadcast that caught the attention of the viewer. Some viewers noticed 
other, more technical differences. These technical differences were for example the 
position and zoom of the camera. A few also noticed audio differences on the 
different news reports. In general, the television viewer thought through their 
observation that more time had been put on the production from PCR K2 in terms of 
preparation, since more over the shoulders where used and that the broadcast in 
general seemed to be more tight and sensible. It was therefore considered better in 
terms of the visual aspect.  
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4.5.2 Estimation of operators 
When it comes down to estimate the numbers of operators in the different PCRs, it 
was noticed that the majority in the focus group were very unsure. Many people in the 
focus group assumed and guessed based on what they had seen. Some of the 
participants even got a bit confused about the question, since they thought it was a 
very unexpected question.  
The expected average of operators in PCR K3 was 4.48 and the expected average of 
operators in PCR K2 was 1,55 (see figures 4.2 and 4.3). 
 

 
Figure 4.2 - Estimated operators in PCR K2 

 
 

 
Figure 4.3 - Estimated operators in PCR K3 
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4.6 Differences in signal path and work tasks 
 
The signal path for the broadcasted video signal goes through the same basic 
equipment and stakeholders as described in 3.2, no matter if the content is produced 
in PCR K3 or PCR K2. There is however not the same procedure when different 
signal should be connected or tested. During the observation in PCR K3, a 
communication using the house intercom between the television producer and the 
TCR operator was observed. During this short conversation, the media hub also 
needed to address the television producer about a live reporter that was about to be 
connected. Since the television producer was busy testing the video signal to the TCR 
operator, the media hub operator didn’t receive any feedback, again the same situation 
as explained in 4.4.2. Another difference noticed between the different PCRs was the 
fact that some of the different signals (for example mix-minuses and IFBs) are much 
more flexible in PCR K2, science there is an operator with the technical knowledge to 
move around these different connections. In PCR K3, the mix minuses aren’t really 
moved by the operators. This could cause a problem if for example one of the IFB 
would fail and needs to be moved quickly. This is completely the opposite as in PCR 
K5 at SVT. 
 
Traditional	  PCR	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Centralized	  PCR	  	  
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Figure 4.4 – One-way relation diagram for new work tasks 
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5 Discussion	  and	  Analysis	  
 
This chapter will discuss and analyze the results that have been concluded in the 
“result”-chapter. Different thoughts and suggestions that have been presented will 
attempted to be interpreted and summarized in this chapter section in order to get a 
conclusion.  

5.1 Analysis 

5.1.1 Purpose of different designs 
There are lots of different purposes of centralized PCRs. As explained in 4.4 it is an 
essential economical profit of having a one time high cost for the purchase of 
technical equipment and its entire surrounding infrastructure, and therefore be able to 
reduce the staff. In a long-time term, this will reduce the overall cost to the production 
company in terms of conduction the actual broadcast.   
Since linear television is under transformation and more and more people read or 
watch the news on tablets or using OTT based services, a demand is rising for 
different news production companies to be able to broadcast live and fast to different 
platforms online. As explained in 3.1 and 4.4.3 the thought to action in the PCR can 
be accomplished faster in a centralized environment, making the format of live news 
on the web simpler to manage for the entire production.          

5.1.2 Interviews and observations 
A general analysis from the interviews with the production crew and the editorial staff 
show that with less staff overseeing and preparing the broadcast, a higher 
responsibility for all people involved in the process is demanded. This factor is 
especially noticed for the main television producer or on the person in the editorial 
that takes the role of the PA. They have one of the highest risks of making slips 
and/or lapses that could potentially be visible to the viewers or just to the people 
working in the crew.  
Analyzing the graphs on figure 4.2 and 4.3 shows that the estimation done by the 
focus group conducted to investigate the common television viewer didn’t had any 
similarities to the reality. They estimated a higher number of operators in the smaller 
PCR witch weren’t the case. This could mean that the amount of material shown on 
the screen during the broadcast may fool the viewers to believe that more operators 
are used. The broadcast that was believed to have a fewer number of operators had 
more on display graphics and CG (all played out automatically) witch might have 
caused the higher average. The viewers also noticed the different CG and graphics 
formats.                       
The observation that was conducted at booth SVT and Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB 
show that different interests need to work at different physical locations, these could 
for example be control room technician (such as technical director or audio engineer), 
editing staff (editors and reporters) and the rest of the editorial staff. The television 
producers or television directors are either moved away from the role as control room 
technician or from the editorial staff. SVT and Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB has chosen 
to do this differently, but never the less, this factor leads to segregation between the 
different interests working to creating and conducting the news. This segregation 
leads to limited communication between the different interests.           
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5.2 Discussion 

5.2.1 Effects of centralized PCRs 
When the purpose is to centralizing a system, the most obvious effects are the 
reduction of staff operating in the PCR. Due to this factor, the sub-effects that occur 
because of this, is principally the most central factor that affects everyone in the 
production. The consequence of this is that the staff needs to take on new work-task 
to their existing responsibilities. This may result that the main, similar task in a 
traditional PCR could get a lower priority in a centralized PCR, no matter what work 
function there are. Since the operators in the centralized PCR get more technical 
duties, one obvious priority that gets less prioritized are the artistic and visual aspects 
of the broadcast. All the different groups that participated in the different focus 
groups confirmed that this was a visible factor.     
The team dynamic and the feeling of teamwork were also a little distinctive in the 
different PCRs. A team which is small, has the advantage of going through the 
different phases in the TEAM-model easier and faster (Ivergård & Hunt 2008b). 
Therefore, the different norms and the positive teamwork emotion will faster improve 
when the crew is smaller, thus increase the team dynamic feeling. Although the team 
dynamic factor may be better in centralized PCR, the operators state that there is a 
lack of a team dynamic. Since they addressed the fact that they don’t really feel the 
same team dynamic in the centralized PCR. This may be a signal that this 
sociotechnical way of working mentioned in 2.3.1 really isn’t felt as teamwork in a 
centralized PCR. This is rather felt as two people working together with software to 
create the broadcast.  
 

5.2.2 Risk with centralized PCRs 
With the different effect that comes with centralization described in 5.1.1 a lot of 
different risks appear. These risks can be categorized into two different parts, error 
handling and human slips/mistakes. The error handling all comes down to the 
knowledge held by the operator, with a wider and more experienced understanding of 
how the different components in the PCR work, the error handling will be executed 
more accurate (McRuer 1980).    
The human slips/mistake-factor has been an interesting part to investigate during this 
research. The conclusion of this research shows that there is a higher risk for mistakes 
in a centralized PCR and that slips occur more often in a traditional PCR. The reason 
for this is due to the fact that in a traditional PCR more people are involved preparing 
the broadcast, double-checking every detail. This lowers the risk for preparation error, 
or mistakes (Noyes & Bransby 2001). However, the risks of errors occurring during 
the actual broadcast, slips, are higher in the traditional PCR. This could be because of 
the human error that is more likely to occur, since more people operate in the PCR.          
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5.2.3 The future of control rooms 
The future of PCRs could have the potential of using AI or computer logic to execute 
certain task. These logical instances could be many, for example having a speech 
recognizer analyzing the text from the prompter and then compare that to the input 
from the news anchors microphone. This logic could then analyze these parameters 
and automatically take the next row in the automation software.         
The problem will however be when automation replaces an operator who still needs to 
observe the task, that the operator gets lazy (Ivergård & Hunt 2008a). In a long time 
term, this factor might affect the operator’s awareness and knowledge of the system, 
which based on the interviews with the editorial staff is essential when working in 
centralized PCR. This technology isn’t really impossible to implement, the only 
problem using this idea would of course be that the artistic and visual aspects 
controlled by the certain operator could be affected.  
Since this types of control rooms are relatively new, the designer of future PCRs need 
to consider the top-down-approach mentioned by (Noyes & Bransby 2001). This is 
easier to do now when experiences and knowledge within centralized PCRs has 
increased.  
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6 Conclusion	  
 
This part of the paper will answer the questions asked in 1.2 and also review the 
method criticism. 

6.1 Sub questions 
 
What	   are	   the	   benefits/disadvantages	   with	   more	   centralized	   control	  
rooms/traditional	  control	  rooms	  from	  an	  operator	  point	  of	  perspective?  
Working in a centralized control room as an operator means that the operators will be 
required to have more duties and responsibilities. The negative aspect of this is that 
the operators have a higher risk of conducting more preparation mistakes, affecting 
the broadcast. This is due to the fact that if the operators get more responsibility, 
certain aspects of the broadcast are higher prioritized, while other factors are 
prioritized lower.        
The centralization has however made possible the fact that a smaller team can execute 
the same work task as a larger team in a traditional control room. With smaller teams 
and physical control rooms, the ability of going through the TEAM-model faster 
increases, thus creating a better workflow. Since the technology, and even staff have 
been centralized, a more spontaneous method of creating a broadcast will be able. 
This means that the operator’s time between thought to action will be faster when 
conducted in a centralized control room.      
When working in a traditional control room, the operators have the feeling that the 
team-dynamic is better, contradicting the TEAM-model theory. The operators feel 
that they work more “together as a team to create the broadcast”. This creates a better 
satisfaction within the group when the broadcast has been conducted properly. Since 
more people operate in the control room, the human error factor increases. On the 
contrary to the centralized control room, preparation mistakes decreases, while slips 
during the broadcast is higher.      
 
What	  effects	  does	  different	  control	  room	  design	  have	  on	  the	  final	  production	  
distributed	  to	  the  viewers?	  
The effect presented to the viewers is the visible factor of the broadcast. The 
traditional control room does have a better visible effect in terms of newscast. People 
with some knowledge within the art of television or film could notice this factor. 
When it comes to the actual control room and the numbers of operators and its actual 
ergonomic design, the viewers are unable to notice this factor. Based on the results on 
Figure 4.2 and 4.3 the estimated average number of operators in the centralized and 
smaller control room where higher (4,48) than in the traditional and bigger (1,55) 
control room. Based on these two factors, the number of operators and the size of the 
control room aren’t noticed by the viewers of the show. However, there are more 
people operating in the traditional control room handling fewer tasks than those in the 
centralized control room. This means that certain operators have the specific task of 
making sure that the visible and artistic aspects of the broadcast. All factors 
mentioned above are the reason why the viewers think of the traditional broadcast as 
better in terms of the visible factor.        
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How	  is	  the	  editorial	  staff	  affected	  by	  different	  control	  room  designs?	  
The editorial staff is affected in terms of that all duties of the PA is completely 
handed over to the news anchor, the producer and the reporter when the news are 
produced from a centralized control room. The reporter takes the overall charge of 
writing the right lower-third nametags, the news anchor makes sure that all text that 
are read are within the right time limit and the producer has the overall charge of 
making sure that the CG graphics used in the broadcast all correct and according to 
the right time limit. More responsibility in terms of checking spelling errors are also 
handed over to the editorial staff, witch poses a risk since it isn’t their primary duties 
compared to a traditional control room. Their primary duties is to choose and prepare 
the broadcast in terms of deciding and editing the different news stories. This work 
hasn’t been changed due to the fact of centralized control rooms. There is only 
another side factor that both the producer and the news anchor need to keep in mind, 
i.e. the length of all stories. This is however supported by the NRCS.    
 

6.2 Main question 
 
How	   have	   more	   centralized	   control	   rooms	   affected	   the	   production	   of	  
television?	  
The centralization of production control rooms for live newscast on the DVB system 
in Sweden has completely restructured the work roles of all staff involved in the 
production. Some operators are replaced entirely by the automation software 
implemented because of the centralization. Other professions are partly replaced by 
the automation software, but some of their work tasks are also given to the new staff 
incurred due to the staff restructuring. 
The restructuring of the production staff inevitably leads to segregation in the 
production staff. This is due to the fact that different professions need to have their 
workplace in different physical locations. This could cause communication 
difficulties between the different staff in charge of composing the broadcast. The 
communication difficulties may be a reason caused by the additional work task 
handed over to staff, meaning that the communication gets a lower priority, originally 
cased by the centralization. 
With the reduction of staff involved, the centralization has however enabled more 
spontaneous production. Since less people are involved in decisions and different 
discussions in terms of preparation, the broadcast can be started earlier. 
The centralized control rooms are often to prefer when a broadcast needs to be 
conducted as soon as possible, for example a “breaking news” event broadcasted on 
an OTT platform. 
The overall risk with the centralization, based on staff reduction and shorter 
preparation time, is that preparation mistakes are increased for all professions creating 
the broadcast. These mistakes can afflict all professions since no one has the primary 
duty of double-checking different mistakes.  
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6.3 Method criticisms 
 
 
Benchmarks	  
The majority of this investigation has taken place at one specific facility, namely 
Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB. A smaller observation was also conducted at SVT. To get 
a wider idea and knowledge on how different television channel work and how 
different staff is conducting different work task, a larger benchmark should have been 
conducted. The conclusions drawn from the investigation mainly applies to 
Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB since the staff at that specific television is unique. They 
work with their software together with editors and television producer using their own 
editing software and automation software. On top of that, the actual ergonomics of the 
facilities (edition room, PCR and the workplace of the editorial staff) are different 
dependent on witch television station they work. To get a wider knowledge about this 
factor, a wider and broader benchmarks with more production companies or television 
stations should have been conducted. The problem here however was that only two 
companies in the country that satisfied the delimitation goals. If the investigation had 
a higher finical possibility, benchmarks to other Nordic countries television stations 
would have been conducted.  
 
           
Interviews	  with	  production	  staff	  
The semi-structured interviews that were conducted with the editorial staff gave the 
investigator lots of qualitative data to work with. However only five interviews by 
people from Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB were conducted. This means that the 
qualitative data documented might not be the average opinion from the staff from the 
production company. To get a more accurate and more average opinion from the staff 
in the production company, more interviews should have been conducted.     
As mentioned above, in the “benchmarks” section, only staff from one specific 
production company (Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB) were observed and interviewed. 
This means that conclusions mentioned in this thesis only can reply the Nyhetsbolaget 
Sverige AB. If interviews would have been conducted with people from other 
production companies with different way of working, another conclusion might have 
been established.  
 
 
Television	  viewer	  
The interviews with the television viewers were conducted as a group interview. The 
aim of this focus group was to find out how the “common television viewer” reacted 
to different PCR design. The focus group in this investigation does not correspondent 
to the “common television viewer” since all of the participant were students studying 
the same education at the same university. To get a more accurate measurement, 
people from different cities with different ages and different kinds of living standards 
should have participated. 
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6.4 Further research suggestions 
 
Voice	  recognition	  to	  control	  automation	  software	  in	  production	  control	  room	  
This idea is mentioned in 5.2.3  
 
Synthesized	   production	   assistant	   for	   individual	   operators	   in	   a	  
preprogrammed	  broadcast	  	  
With a large pre programmed multi camera production, all photographers hear the 
same people from the production control room. It is often the production assistant 
shouting the different countdowns, and the television director shouting the camera 
takes.   
This idea will mean construction and testing how the photographers will act if they 
got an individual synthesized countdown generated by the automation software.     
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8 Appendix	  1	  -‐	  Questions	  
 
Questions	  to	  operators	  and	  editorial	  staff	  
 
1. What is your role in a newscast?   

1.1. How long have you been working at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB?   
2. What does an "automated control room" mean for you?   

2.1. How would you define it?   
3. Do you think it differs from a broadcast in traditional control room?   

3.1. If yes, why?   
4. What does these changes mean for the television production itself?   

4.1. For people in the production team?   
5. What kind of productions do you think automated control room is suitable in 

comparison with a traditional control room (talk shows, news, etc.)?  
5.1. Why that particular type?   
5.2. When it is not suitable, please explain why?   

6. During a production from an automated control room, can you experience 
situations or moments that make you frustrated?   
6.1. What could be the reason for that?   

7. Do you experience situations or moments when you, instead, feel completely 
comfortable and calm in? 
7.1. What could be the reason for that?   

8. Do you have any idea about the situations you just mentioned is the reason 
because the control room is automated?   
8.1. If not, what is different and why is it differing?  

9. Are there differences in your work than if you'd made a production in a 
traditional control room?  
9.1. If yes, in what way (example: the difficulty of the work, the work 

environment, communication)   
10. How would you describe the social aspects based on both modes of production?   

10.1. What is good, less good?  
11. Is the communication affected when transmission takes place from an automated 

control room?   
11.1. In what way?   

12. Is there a need to communicate with all stakeholders in the control room?   
12.1. When would it be?    

13. Are you affected when large part of the team "disappear" in an automated 
control?  
13.1. If yes, in what way?   

14. Do you feel that there is a difference in terms of preparation for the broadcast?  
14.1. If yes, what?   

15. Do you notice the limitations of the technology?  
15.1. What?  

16. Do you have any idea about the attitudes of your surroundings to produce 
content in an automatic control room?   

17. What advantages do you think it is to produce from an automatic control?   
18. What disadvantages do you think it is to produce from an automatic control   
19. Something else to add? 
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9 Appendix	  2	  -‐	  Dictionary	  
	  
Dictionary	  	  
 
3G/4G LTE – a standard for wireless communication of high-speed data for mobile 
phones and data terminals 
AI – Artificial Intelligence, intelligence exhibited by machines or software 
CCU – Camera control unit, equipment that controls the settings, such as formats or 
color settings of the studio cameras 
Central matrix – see “Router” 
CG – Character Generator (3.3.8), software that creates written graphics, such as 
“lower thirds”   
DVB – Digital video broadcast, a standard for digital video signal broadcasting used 
in Sweden. 
DVE – Digital video effect, visual effect that provide wide-ranging video image 
manipulation 
Embedder/de-embedder – Equipment that either mergers an audio and video signal   
together or split a combined signal into one video and one audio signal 
Ethernet – a family of computer networking technologies for local area networks 
HCI – Human Computer Interaction, research focusing on the interaction between 
humans and computers 
IFB – Interruptible foldback, signal that´s sent to a filed reporter using a mobile 
phone  
In-ear – Earpiece used by the news anchor(s) in the studio 
K2 –Kontrollrum 2, (Production control room 2 located at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB) 
K3 –Kontrollrum 3, (Production control room 3 located at Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB) 
K5 –Kontrollrum 5, (Production control room 5 located at SVT) 
LOT – Live on tape, a pre-recorded television show that’s recorded and produced as if 
it would be live. The show isn’t broadcasted, only recorded, witch later could be 
played out and broadcasted 
Lower thirds – Nametag or header that’s displayed on the lower part of the screen 
MAM – Media asset management (3.7), a procedure to manage tasks and decisions 
surrounding all the cataloguing and storing of mediated assets 
MCR – Master control room (3.2.2), A control room responsible for fiber and satellite 
signals, has the overall responsibility of all signals relevant for the television station.  
Media hub – (3.2.4) division	  that	  manages	  video	  signals	  retrieved	  from	  the	  Web,	  
Ethernet,	  or	  3G/4G	  LTE 
Mix-minus – Audio signal that contains the program audio minus one specific audio 
track, for example the audio from a field reporter isn’t sent back to the reporter 
MOS – Media Objective Server (3.6.1), a protocol to tag different MAMs 
Multiviewer – A video monitor that contains lots of different video sources, common 
in various control room 
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Non-linear – a system that performs a non-destructive editing an a source material 
NRCS – Newsroom computer system (3.5), software used to create a rundown for a 
newscast 
Nyhetsbolaget Sverige AB – (1.5) Production Company that produces news for 
“TV4” 
OTT – Over-the-top content, delivery of media over the Internet without any 
involvement of multiple operators 
Over the shoulder – Graphics displayed by the side of the news anchor 
PA – Production assistant (3.3.2), overall assistant in a newscast 
Packages – Edited video with audio that’s played out during a newscast 
PCR– Production Control room (3.2.1), a control room where the news are 
broadcasted 
Post – not “live” 
RCP – Remote control panel, remote panel to control the CCU 
Router/routed – A device that lets a source signal to be sent to a specific destination 
Slips – Preparation mistakes 
Split – Two (or more) different video sources displayed on the same screen 
SVT – Sveriges Televison (2.4.2), a public service television channel 
TCR – Transmission control room (3.2.3), a control room where the final video signal 
from the television channel is distributed 
TD – Technical director (3.3.4), a person who has the overall technical responsibility 
during a broadcast  
TEAM – (Team evolution and maturation), a model to measure the development of a 
team 
Teleprompter – (figure 3.5), equipment that lets the news anchor read the written text 
and at the same time have an eye contact with the camera-lens  
TV4/TV4 HD – Television channel  
UI – User interface, the design of the interaction between a machine and a human 
Voiceover – a production technique when a written text is read together with pre-
edited video 
Wipe – A video effect that occurs when switching between two video sources 
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